Ringette Team Not Scoring Enough? Here's Why.
Most ringette players, when they get the ring in the other team's end, slow down, skate
in a big circle, and then stand there, like a deer in headlights.
Then they either get checked or shoot and hit the goalie.
While this is going on, the other forwards are usually standing still because they have
no idea what to do (or how to do it).
Why does this happen?
It happens because most teams are not using a great team offensive SYSTEM.
Without one, here's what happens:
1. The ring carrier tries to score on the triangle by herself. She shoots in an attempt
to score "one on three."
This is extremely difficult because she either a) skates too slowly and telegraphs her
shot, or b) does not have enough raw shooting ability to shoot from the outside.
2. Since the team offensive system does not really exist, there is very little
movement or passing in the other team's end.
The net effect of this is that the forwards without the ring do not contribute.
Usually, they do not know where to go to support the ring carrier's attack or what to
do if they do receive a pass.
This scenario causes your team to score too little and lose too often.
When this happens, everyone gets frustrated. If it goes on long enough, your team
harmony and confidence suffer.
The Solution
The solution to both of these challenges is to learn how to work together as a team to
create amazing 2 on 1 and 1 on 1 offensive scoring chances against a defensive
triangle.
The best way to do this is using our Ringette Team Goal-Scoring Drill book. It will
show you how to double your goal-scoring while having fun at the same time. Check
it out here:
http://www.ringettetips.com/dvdsbooks/ringette-team-goal-scoring-drill-book/

